
 
 
 
 
WENDY O. WILLIAMS & THE PLASMATICS- ‘10 YEARS OF REVOLUTIONARY ROCK ‘N’  
ROLL’ DVD 
The title of this DVD says it all really…this along with the GG ALLIN 
and DWARVES DVDs that MVD put out make up an obligatory history lesson 
is real rock ‘n’ roll rebellion, not the bullshit phonies who just pose 
around, but the real dangerous, impulsive and uncontrollable naturals 
who just could not be tamed. Wendy O. Williams was a true one-off…a 
wild and outrageous being.  
Dangerous and violently sexy. This is an individual who put her soul 
and wild passion into her music and performances and truly pushed 
boundaries. It must be so hard for kids today to believe that rock ‘n’ 
roll was once a dangerous and uncontrollable thing…they are used to 
everything being so glossy and ‘managed’ and they’re just force-fed 
some bullshit about ‘danger’  
and ‘controversy’ when it’s all just manufactured shit. They would be 
blown away by Wendy, completely floored because the shit she and her 
Plasmatics were doing back then, I would say is still pushing 
boundaries to this very day and that’s impressive stuff. The Plasmatics 
were about the music and the 
delivery- the show, it was an event and not some bullshit Alice Cooper 
or Pink Floyd circus farce, but something that would excite and terrify 
at the same time, real adrenaline exhilaration and panic stimulation. 
That’s rock ‘n’ roll. Wendy introduced dangerous stunts and 
pyrotechnics that truly amaze and it’s all very raw and so completely 
thrilling and unpredictable.  
The fact that Wendy was female too just makes this all the more 
powerful and important because there’s just nobody to compare her to 
and her feral beauty mixed with her disobedient and ferocious attitude 
and threat is unmatched. I can not stress just how impressive and 
utterly important this DVD is…it’s extraordinary and everyone who sees 
this will learn a very crucial lesson, even if you are already familiar 
with Wendy and the Plasmatics. You have to see this to believe it and 
to understand what I’m talking about. 
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